
#

84

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6054 237 4.57 N/A 34 1/4 N/A 36.5 N/A N/A 122" N/A

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

TE
DOB (Age)

7/29/91 (27)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Halpin, Michael

TEAM

Kansas City Chiefs13–UDFA–KC

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

Wisconsin-Milwaukee (WIMI)

Prospect (Last, First)

Harris, Demetrius

2018: vs WAS 10/2, @HOU 10/8, vs DEN 10/30, vs MIA 12/24, @DEN 12/31

38
Winning %

63%
Positions Started

INJURIES

2017 Stats and TE Rank: 18 REC (T-42nd); 224 YDS (41st); 1 TD (T-43rd). Career Stats: 45 

REC Since 2014 (67th among TEs during that span). 

5th-year TE who has started 31 of 60 career games including 7 of 17 in 2017. No significant injuries in 2017. Has

played entire career in HC Andy Reid’s offense that features heavy West Coast influence and a blended rushing

scheme. Aligns at Y, H, and occasionally splits to Slot/X/Z. Very good height with marginal weight, very good arm 

length, and a thick lower body with a slimmer upper body. Marginal overall AA due to a marginal combination of

foot speed, agility, quickness, and explosiveness. Good ability to release versus Press-jam from all DBs and

smaller LBs due to good UOH to free himself from contact at LOS. Flashed ability to plant opposite foot and drive

while giving a nice head fake on intermediate full-speed routes (i.e. Flags, Posts, etc.). Good ability to adjust to

throws that require full extension in front of him while moving. Good ability to use frame to box out all types of

defenders and make contested catches. In the running game, he fires out with good pad-level from a three-point

stance. Solid overall ability as a Zone blocker primarily due to solid mental processing to display good blocking

angles on Reaches/Scoops, Backside Cut-offs, and Space/2nd-level blocks. Shows solid timing in first executing a

Combo block before leaving for the 2nd-level. Does a good job of maintaining a wide base after contact is

initiated in both Zone/Gap rushing schemes. Good UOH after initial contact to swat away defender’s hands and

re-position to the inside when inside hand positioning is initially lost. Shows solid play strength versus all DBs

to keep his legs moving on contact to sustain and drive them out of the play. Solid competitive toughness

displayed when blocking downfield for teammates, and putting in a good effort through the whistle. In Pass Pro,

he keeps a nice, wide base and doesn’t crossover which allows for good COD versus solid-level speed. Plays with

solid pad-level, allowing him to stalemate when fighting for underneath leverage. Marginal release versus

Off/Zone, Press-no Jam and Press-jam versus stronger LBs due to a combination of marginal initial

quickness/acceleration out of both two and three-point stances and just adequate play strength that allows for

disruption. While stemming, he displays marginal play speed due to a combination of poor foot quickness and

marginal mental processing causes him to prematurely lean and giveaway routes, and occasionally give blatant

push-off moves at the break point and have lapses in reading coverage, failing to properly sit in the void versus

Zone. Marginal separation quickness due to marginal AA, COD, and hip flexibility/sink-ability at the break-point

of COD routes. Marginal hands and overall adjustment ability, struggling with drop issues due to poor hand

dexterity and poor ability to contort his body and catch throws that are below and behind him on the move and

while stationary. Marginal in YAC situations due to marginal play speed and athleticism in the open field and

marginal play strength, struggling to break tackles, even versus smaller defenders. Marginal initial quickness

out of both a two and three-point stance in Zone and Gap rushing schemes, and comes off the ball with marginal

pad-level out of a two-point stance. Marginal play speed in both Zone and Gap schemes due to constantly

playing with marginal foot quickness and heavy feet. Shows inconsistent initial hand placement in both

Gap/Zone blocking, failing to take full advantage of his very good arm-length. When combined with marginal

pad-level and poor ability to sustain foot movement versus DL and LBs, it causes him to regularly lose leverage,

and a marginal ability to sustain or get movement at the POA as an in-line blocker, which causes a marginal Gap

blocking grade. Adequate overall in Pass Pro due to marginal initial quickness from both a two/three-point

stance, causing him to be late in getting to set points. Inconsistent hand placement causes him to occasionally

lose the inside leverage battle. Marginal mental processing causes late reaction and recognition of late inside

moves from good speed. Adequate ability to anchor due to an adequate ability to sink his backside and sink his

pad-level beyond a solid grade. Overall, he is a backup TE that you can win in spite of best leveraged in a run

heavy Zone scheme, that limits the receiving responsibilities of the TE to goal-line/jump ball situations where he

can use his frame to box out and make contested catches. Marginal combination of hands/adjust, separation

quickness and AA limit his ability as a receiver in other areas of the field, and marginal play strength limits his

ability as a Gap blocker.  

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

60
Games Started

31
Games Won

Play Speed, Play Strength, AA, Separation Quickness, Gap Blocking, Pass Pro, YAC, 

Hands/Adjust

PROJECTION A backup TE that you can win in spite of best leveraged in a run heavy Zone scheme, with a 

West Coast based passing game that limits the receiving responsibilities of the TE to goal-

line/jump ball situations where he can use his frame to box out and make contested 

catches. Marginal combination of hands/adjust, separation quickness and AA limit his 

ability as a receiver in other areas of the field, and marginal play strength limits his ability 

as a Gap blocker

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Zone Blocking, Competitive Toughness, Contested Catches, Wide Base 

WORST

Y/H

Run heavy offense featuring a Zone rushing scheme, and a West Coast passing attack. 

2013 - No Injuries; 2014 - Fractured Right Foot (Week 10, Placed on IR Week 11); 2015 - 

Foot (No Games); 2016 - 2017 - No Injuries 

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed


